In this paper we prove that the join of two path graphs, two cycle graphs, Ladder graph and the tensor product 
Introduction
All graphs considered here are finite, simple and undirected. The origin of graph labelings can be attributed to Rosa. Several types of graph labeling have been investigated both from a purely combinatorial perspective as well as from an application point of view. Any graph labeling will have the following three common characteristics. A set of numbers from which vertex labels are chosen, number of vertices of G having label i under f.
= number of edges of G having label i under f * .
 
The concept of cordial labeling was introduced by I. Cahit, who called a graph G is cordial if there is a vertex labeling such that the induced label- In [1] he e e se 1 The edge matrix of P n + P m is given n Table 1 . Edge matrix of P n + P m .
In view of the above labeling pattern the total number of edges labeled with
The total number of vertices labeled with
Thus in each cases we have
Hence the jo of two path graphs P 4 and P 2 admits a H 2 -cordial labeling of graphs.
In Figure 1 illustrates the H -cordial lab A ges receive the label +1 and the other six edges receive the . The induced vertex labels are given in the figure.
Theorem:
The join of two cycle graphs C n and C m ad in 2 mong the twelve edges, six ed eling on P 4 + P 2 . label 1  mits a H 2 -cordial labeling when 1 2 , ,
The edge matrix table of Table 2 . In view of the above labelin we give the proof as follows.
Case (1) when Consid . Using Table 2 the edge lable matrix of c 3 and c 4 is gi 
In view o edges labeled with 1 , 1 ,2
The total number vertices labeled with 1 , 1 , 2
Hence the join of t raphs c d c 4 admits a  wo cycle g 3 an H 2 -cordial labeling. 
In view of the above labeling pattern the total number of edges labeled with 
Hence the join of two cycle graphs c 5 and c 4 admits a H 2 -cordial labeling.
In Figure 2 illustrates the H 2 -cordial C e the label ourteen edges receive the label labeling on C 5 + 4 . Among the 29 edges, fifteen edges receiv +1 and the remaining f 1  . The induced vertex labels are given in the figure.
The join of two wheel graphs W and W m admits a H-cordial labeling when n and W m to 1 2 , ,
The edge matrix is given in . In the view of the above labeling pattern we give the proof as follows: when Table 3   0 mod 4 n m   Consider the join of two wheel graphs W and W . U 4 4 g 
In view of the above labeling pattern we give the proof as follows.
The total number of edges labeled with    
Hence the join of two wheel graphs w 4 and w 4 admits a He r in 4 + he twenty ceive the label +1 an figure.
known as ladder gra .
where n is and cordial labeling. In Figure 3 illustrates the H-co dial label g on W W 4 Hence the ladder graph 2 n P P  admits a H 2 -cordia labeling.
In (1). When n is even For 1 i n  
